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Autistic adult & Disability Activist
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About Me:

Community Outreach Coordinator at AWN
Network
Director Stanwood Camano Neurodiversity
Education Network

Contributing Writer/Content Creator at PACLA
Freelance Writer/Illustrator/Graphic Designer
Mom & wife in a proudly neurodivergent family

Sci-fi, classic horror and comic book nerd,
gardener, experimental cook, collector of odd
things & lover of narwhals

Me, at Evans City Cemetery,
where Night of the Living Dead
was filmed. I’m pretending to be
Barbara while on vacation with
my family last year.

Who is Ed Wiley &
why is there an
autism acceptance
& neurodiversity
library named after
them?

Melissa Stoddard

disability-memorial.org/melissastoddard
Autisticadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ASAN-Anti-Filicide-Toolkit-Complete.pdf

Why did you start an autism
acceptance & neurodiversity
library?

My awesome kid and co-director of the library, F
at a community resource fair where we set up a
table on autism acceptance.

● mainstream messages
about autism that focus on
fear, stigma, pity
● lack of inclusion in school
& community
● parent centered “support”
resources dominate
● focus on the pathology
paradigm/medical model
● diverse autistic voices
ignored or overlooked
● widespread
misunderstanding of what
acceptance really means

What kind of work does an autism
acceptance and neurodiversity library do?
●

Curate a collection of information, materials and
resources on autism acceptance & neurodiversity and
ensure that they are accessible to my community

●

Amplify & center autistic voices

●

Reflect the goals of the neurodiversity
movement, the neurodiversity paradigm and the larger
disability rights and disability justice movements

●

Fight stigma, ableism, oppression & inaccessibility

●

Celebrate autistic culture & autistic pride

●

Promote Inclusive Schools & Communities

Centering Autistic Voices
“If you are not an Autistic person,
and you are telling our stories, you
are likely telling lies, assumptions
and wrong perceptions...
Our stories are only true stories of
autism, and of what being Autistic
is, if we tell them ourselves.”*
-Amy Sequenzia
*Ollibean.com/mystoryismine

Centering
Autistic
Voices
Image courtesy of Michelle Swan
HelloMichelleSwan.com

Centering Autistic Voices
“Reading the experiences and views of
people who are oppressed in ways you
are not should be challenging.
Read angry autistics. Read critical
autistics. Read openly traumatized
autistics. Read things that make you feel
uneasy.”
-Neurodivergent K
Radical Neurodivergence Speaking
timetolisten.blogspot.com

What is Neurodiversity?
-The term ”neurodiversity” was coined in the
late 1990’s by Australian sociologist & autistic
adult Judith Singer.
-Autistic scholar Nick Walker has defined it as
“the diversity of human brains and minds – the
infinite variation in neurocognitive functioning
within our species.” *
-Neurodiversity is an indisputable biological
fact.
Biodiversity, animal diversity, human diversity, neurodiversity

*neurocosmopolitanism.com/neurodiversity-some-basic-terms-definitions/

The Language of Neurodiversity 101
Neurotypical: refers to a person whose brain works in ways that
society at large views as “normal”
Neurodivergent: a term coined by autistic activist Kassiane
Asasamasu that refers to an individual who is not neurotypical
Neurodiverse: refers to a group of people of varying neurotypes.
An individual cannot be neurodiverse, but can be neurotypical or
neurodivergent
Neurodiversity Paradigm: the idea that neurodiversity is as
natural as any other type of diversity, that there is no one “right”
type of brain and that neurodivergent people have the right to
exist as they are in this world. This is in opposition to the
Pathology Paradigm and is the foundation of the
Neurodiversity Movement.
Neurodiversity Movement: a social movement invested in civil
rights, inclusion and equality for neurodivergent people

Fighting Stigma:
Mainstream Messages About Autism
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Overwhelmingly negative depictions that
concentrate on children, usually white boys
The language we use when talking about autism
and autistic people (fighting, combating, warrior
parents, etc.)
Centers the non-autistic parent experience
Functioning labels (high functioning, low
functioning, severe, etc.)
Overcoming/focus on achievement/inspiration
porn
Harmful “awareness” campaigns
Focus on cures, prevention while autistic adults
overwhelmingly lack basic services

Fighting Stigma:
Autism Acceptance Myths

False

True

“Autism Acceptance” is only about
positivity & strengths

Autism Acceptance is about acknowledging the
innate humanity of all autistic people

“Autism Acceptance” is only for “high
functioning” autistic people who are
notable achievers

Functioning labels do harm to us all. Every
autistic person, regardless of support needs or
ability deserves acceptance

“Autism Acceptance” means that you
don’t think autistic people need help or
accommodations

Autistic people need respectful accommodations
and supports

“Autism Acceptance” implies that autism
is not a disability

Autism is a disability. Disability is natural and
never a source of shame.

Acceptance as an Action:
Respecting & giving access to all forms of communication,
not just verbal speech
Supporting, honoring & accommodating autistic ways of
being
Looking to autistic people as the true experts on the
autistic experience
Selecting therapies with a critical eye and only choosing
those that seek to support, not "fix" and that respect
autistic neurology as a natural and valid way to be
Empowering autistic people by teaching self advocacy
skills and learning about autistic culture & autistic pride
Presuming competence

Rejecting dehumanizing "functioning labels"
Practicing authentic inclusion

Celebrating Autistic Pride
& Autistic Culture

“Autism is not what
we have, autistic is
what we are.”
- S.R. Salas

When schools,
communities, events
and spaces are not
inclusive, we are
sending the message
that it’s okay for
some people to be
excluded.

Promoting Inclusion
●
●
●
●
●
●

make events and spaces accessible to all
say no to segregated
events/spaces/”special times”
universal design and accessibility are
about more than ramps
don’t demand “proof” when people
disclose their access needs
don’t make disabled people feel like an
afterthought or a burden for having
access needs
nobody should have to “earn” inclusion

An invitation is not inclusion. If a disabled
person has to fight for accommodations,
then your event/space is not accessible.

Neurodiversity Libraries:

Unbound Books
Autism Acceptance
Library
Paper
Boat Autism
Olympia, WA

southern MS

NeuroDefiant Autistic
Pride Lending Library
of NOVA
Acceptance
Library
Northern VA

MacDonald Autistic
Pride & Neurodiversity
Lending Library
Boston, MA

Ed Wiley Autism
Acceptance Library
Stanwood & Camano
Island, WA

Good Sunflower Autism
Acceptance Library &
Resource Center
Hammond, LA

Paper Boat
Autism Acceptance
Library
Southern MS

Neurodiversity
Connect
Australia

Little Free
Neurodiversity Library
Omaha, NE

What About Us
Neurodiversity
Lending Library
London, Ontario

LA Neurodiversity
Los Angeles, CA

Collecting & Curating Resources
Mainstream publishers may not be
the best avenue for finding
resources that are truly inclusive
of autistic people who experience
multiple marginalizations or for
finding materials that are
representative of the ideas and
goals of the neurodiversity
paradigm and of autism
acceptance.

The Autistic Self Advocacy Network
autisticadvocacy.com/resources/books
Autistic Women & Nonbinary Network
awnnetwork.org/publications
Autism and Race
autismandrace.com
Reclamation Press
reclapress.com
Autonomous Press
Autpress.com
Disability in Kid Lit
Disabilityinkidlit.com
Raising Luminaries
Booksforlittles.com

Respectfully Connected
respectfullyconnected.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/rcanthology.pdf
Self Published Authorscheck sites like Amazon, Etsy, or buy directly from authors

The work of an autism acceptance and
neurodiversity library is intentional and
important.
The work we do is always in support of the
dignity, autonomy, civil rights and inclusion
of ALL autistic, neurodivergent and
disabled people.

Before you begin an autism
acceptance library …...

Compiled by Unbound Books Autism Acceptance Library
Facebook.com/unboundacceptance

